Ref. No. H. B./P S (42)SGM/ 2019
From:
The Secretary,
H. P. Board of School Education,
Dharamsala-176213

To
All the Head / Sub Examiners,
English,
10th Class Examination, March- 2019.


Sir/Madam,

It has come to our notice that during 10th Class (Regular / Compartment / Improvement / Additional Subject) examination, March- 2019, in the question paper of English Series-A, Q. No. 2.2(a) was wrongly asked in the question paper, as the correct word for the answer of question was not given in the paragraph.

Therefore, after due consultation with subject experts, it has been decided that grace of ONE MARK be granted to the candidates of Series-A for the aforesaid wrong question, subject to condition that total of marks of any candidate should not exceed more than 85 marks in any condition.

You are requested to adhere to these instructions strictly.

Endst. : As above.

Copy of the above is forwarded to the following for information and further necessary action.

1. Section Officer Secrecy-I, is directed to ensure the strict compliance of these instructions through all Spot Evaluation Incharges.

2. Section Officer Re-Evaluation, for strict compliance during the Re-Evaluation of A/Books.

3. Section Officer Re-Checking, for strict compliance during the Re-Checking of A/Books.


Secretary
Dated: As above